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This sturdy carry-along boxed set collects four previously published Sesame Street photographic

board books that touch on significant milestones as babies become toddlers and toddlers get older.

Too Big for Bottles follows Baby Cookie Monster as he masters the art of drinking from a sippy

cup.In Too Big for Diapers, Baby Ernie learns to use his new potty.Big Enough for a Bed is about

Elmoâ€™s move from a crib to a toddler bed.Big Enough for a Bike is the story of how Zoe learns to

ride her brand-new tricycle.Crisp, bright photos and brief, matter-of-fact text will reassure toddlers as

they, too, attempt to master important growing-up skills. This is an indispensable little library for all

families. The box has a plastic handle and Velcro closure.
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While my husband isn't a fan of Elmo's voice, and therefor has negative connotations with Elmo

himself, we ALL love this set of books. The pictures totally fascinate my 10-month-old and have for

the past 3 months since Christmas, and my 30-month-old reads them all every day plus loves

pulling them out of the little box and putting them away neatly with the velcro closure on the lid half

of the entertainment value for him. Ahhh velcro. :)Too Big for Diapers - the book and my son both

comment that Ernie used too much paper! Uses a potty chair, which is how we started with our son

before graduating to the potty seat on the toilet.Big enough for a Bed - simple and straight forward,

shows involvement with the child choosing the sheets and how easy it is to sleep with a teddy.Too



Big for Bottles - I love that Baby Cookie spills a cup of milk - it's OK for them to make a mess, it's

part of learning, and it's great to see it in a book.Big Enough for a Bike - well, we went right to a bike

with training wheels since they're so high quality these days, and Zoe learns to ride a tricycle even

though the books says "bike" so that surprised me, but the story is great overall. Keep trying!

My daughter just turned 2 and she got her very own real bed. We were going to buy the "Big

Enough for a Bed" book on its own, but then I realized we could get the set for only a little more. My

only real complaints are that the books are too short (the entire collection has less words than this

review will likely have), each of the four stories are written very similarly so there is not much

variation, and I'm not sure how common it is for a child to be going through each of these four

milestones at the same time.Too Big for Diapers she really enjoys, and it is helpful as she begins

potty training.Big Enough for a Bed is the reason we bought the book and she always prefers that

we read the other books instead.Too Big for Bottles I am not sure is age-appropriate for us. She

stopped the bottle at about 11 months and like her 8 month-old brother, began the journey of sippy

cup transition before I think she was old enough to really understand and enjoy the concepts.Big

Enough for a Bike she also really enjoys, although as another reviewer pointed out, she actually

gets a trike.The colors are bright, the stories are easy to follow and it is a nice boxed set for not very

much money. Despite my minor complaints, I would still recommend this for anyone with children

going through some of these milestones.

My nephew love, love, loves Elmo. To the point my sister is going crazy. I bought him this book set

cause he also loves to be read to. He reads his Elmo books every night with my sister. I'm happy

with this purchase.

Good price! Great topics! Elmo helps your toddler deal with growing up.

This was for a gift and the child is fascinated with them.

This set has 1 Elmo, 1 Cookie Monster, 1 Bert/Ernie, and 1 Zoe book. Each one focusing on an

important milestone in a toddler's ever changing life. Our 2 year old loves these durable board

books and seeing her favorite characters from Sesame Street!

Excellent group of growing up books: the big bed, potty training, brushing your teeth, having new



experiences. Our child kept looking at the pictures and we would read and talk more. An excellent

selection of books and childhood experiences.

My son is just shy of 2 1/2 and he loves all of these books. I love them because they teach him

something. Hopefully they warm him up to the idea of the potty and a big bed etc. (None of which he

is using just yet) My son loves the characters and the box. What's better than books in a box you

can open and close? Nothing. Books are also sturdy and tear-proof.
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